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Abstract: Humans can express their own emotion and es-
timate the emotional states of others during communica-
tion. This paper proposes a unified model that can esti-
mate the emotional states of others and generate emo-
tional self-expressions. The proposed model utilizes a
multimodal restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) —a type
of stochastic neural network. RBMs can abstract latent in-
formation from input signals and reconstruct the signals
from it. We use these two characteristics to rectify issues
affecting previously proposed emotion models: construct-
ing an emotional representation for estimation and gener-
ation for emotion instead of heuristic features, and actual-
izingmental simulation to infer the emotion of others from
their ambiguous signals. Our experimental results showed
that the proposed model can extract features representing
the distribution of categories of emotion via self-organized
learning. Imitation experiments demonstrated that using
our model, a robot can generate expressions better than
with a direct mapping mechanism when the expressions
of others contain emotional inconsistencies.Moreover, our
model can improve the estimated belief in the emotional
states of others through the generation of imaginary sen-
sory signals from defective multimodal signals (i.e., men-
tal simulation). These results suggest that these abilities of
the proposedmodel can facilitate emotional human–robot
communication in more complex situations.
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1 Introduction
Communicating emotion to others is a significant skill
in human–human and human–robot interaction. In at-
tempts to achieve emotional communication several em-
pathic robots have been developed [1–13]. Breazeal et al.
[1] presented a creature robot called Leonardo that can im-
itate humans’ facial expressions. Leonardo learns the di-
rect mapping between a person’s facial expression and its
expression by using a neural network. Andra and Robin-
son [2] developed an android head robot that mimicked
the facial expressions of humans with the aim of social-
emotional intervention for autistic children. Their robot
tracked facial feature points of subjects who expressed
emotional states and directly converted them into corre-
sponding control points to modify its own facial expres-
sion. However, the direct mapping of human expressions
may lead to misalignment of emotional states. For exam-
ple, humansmay show a tearful face when crying with de-
light. Further, their expressions vary depending on con-
text. Consequently mapping only facial expression (i.e.,
crying) can result in miscommunication of the emotional
state (i.e., happiness). Therefore, it is better for robot sys-
tems to estimate the emotional states of communication
partners and generate expressions based on the estimated
states.

Several empathic robots that consider the internal
state of others for their own expressions currently exist [3–
10]. Trovato et al. [3] and Kishi et al. [4] developed an emo-
tionalmodel for a humanoid robot, KOBIAN, based onpsy-
chological studies. Their model represented KOBIAN’s in-
ternal state, which ismodulated by external stimuli. It also
had prototypes of facial expressions grounded on specific
emotional states and expressed facial patterns as combi-
nations of these prototypes [14]. Further, an anthropomor-
phic robot called BARTHOC is capable of recognizing hu-
man’ emotion from speech and producing facial expres-
sions corresponding to the six basic emotion [5]. Kismet
[6, 7] is one of the most popular social robots that have
established emotional communication with humans. The
Kismet system extracts features corresponding to three af-
fective values (specifically arousal, valence, and stance)
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fromhuman speech and then generates a facial expression
by interpolating preprogrammed expression prototypes.
However, because the systems for emotion recognition and
emotion expression in these previous studies were devel-
oped separately using different architectures, problems
suchas each systemnot beingable to sharenewly acquired
knowledge through ongoing interactionwith humansmay
develop.

Lim and Okuno [12, 13] proposed multimodal emo-
tional intelligence (MEI), which utilizes an integrated ar-
chitecture to recognize the emotional states of others and
generate its own emotional expressions. Their model was
inspired by the mirror neuron systems (MNS), a mech-
anism underlying human cognition [15, 16]. MNS acti-
vates both during the execution of their own actions and
while observing the same actions performed by others. In
the context of emotional communication, this mechanism
enables people to imagine the emotional state of others
based on their own experiences of expressing the corre-
sponding emotion [17, 18]. The MEI is composed of Gaus-
sian mixture models (GMMs) to realize both recognition
and generation in the same architecture. Recognition of
the emotional states of others is represented as classifi-
cation of input features by GMMs, whereas expressions of
one’s own emotional states are achieved by sampling fea-
tures from selected Gaussian distributions corresponding
to the specific state. An important characteristic of their
model is that it computes four features (Speed, Intensity,
irRegulation, and Extent (SIRE)) assumed as very com-
mon amongmodalities. Therefore, following training from
speech using the SIRE, the MEI was able to estimate cat-
egories of emotion from not only audio signals but also
gait signals. It can also generate the SIRE for the robot’s
voice, gait, and gesture. Their model provided a promising
approach inspired by MNS. However, there are two limita-
tions in their system: First, the SIRE is a heuristic feature
defined by a designer; each modality may include specific
features to represent emotion. Second, although they con-
sidered MNS, they did not examine the role of mental sim-
ulation for estimation of the other’s emotion. Mental sim-
ulation is a process of generating imaginary signals based
on one’s own sensorimotor experiences and is thought to
facilitate the understanding of the emotional states of oth-
ers [17, 18].

A study on emotion categorization has been reported
that can rectify the first issue above. Kim et al. [19] pro-
posed deep neural networks that learn to extract features
for emotional categorization from audio-visual signals. In
their system, deep belief networks (DBNs) comprising re-
stricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) were used as un-
supervised learning mechanisms. The RBM can abstract

input signals and reconstruct the signals therefrom. In
experiments, their model extracted emotion-specific fea-
tures from general ones, which are not always important
for the classification of emotion. Their results showed that
deep neural networks can obtain features to represent
emotion.

This paper proposes a unifiedmodel that can estimate
human emotion and generate its own emotional expres-
sions to imitate the human expressions based on the es-
timation of his/her emotion in human–robot interaction.
Note that we defined that "imitation" means the gener-
ation of expressions of the robot considering the emo-
tional state of the interaction partner in this study. The
model overcomes two issues confronting previous emo-
tional model: constructing an emotional representation of
multimodal signals for estimation and generation for emo-
tion instead of using heuristic features, and actualizing
mental simulation to infer the emotion of others from their
ambiguousmultimodal signals. We employed RBMs to ad-
dress these two issues as they are able to abstract input sig-
nals and recall the signals therefrom. The abstraction ca-
pability of RBMs enables us to overcome the first limitation
by reducing the dimensions of multimodal signals and as-
sociating the multimodal signals. Moreover, our model,
which comprises RBMs, carries out mental simulation by
exploiting the ability to generate sensorimotor signals. The
mental simulation mechanism enables the model to es-
timate the emotional states of others from partial multi-
modal expressions based on its own experiences.

We examine the abilities of the proposed model via
three experiments: 1) construction of an emotional repre-
sentation from human multimodal expressions using the
self-organizing feature extraction capability of RBMs to en-
able the robot to imitate human expressions based on the
estimation of their emotion, 2) confirmation of the advan-
tage of the unified model over the direct mapping model
via an imitation experiment when the human expressions
are conflict in modalities, and 3) demonstration of the ad-
vantage of mental simulation in the imitation interaction
with partial human expressions. Finally, we discuss the re-
lationships among the capabilities of our model andMNS,
the limitations of our model, and future issues to be dealt
with.

2 Target tasks and a proposed
method

This section introduces our target tasks in human–robot
interaction and the proposed model enables the robot to
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imitate multimodal expressions of others based on the es-
timation of their emotional states.

2.1 Challenges and requirements for
emotion-based imitation

We considered face-to-face interactions between a human
and a robot as the target situation in our study (Fig. 1). The
human and the robot used multimodal signals, such as
facial expressions, hand movements, and speech to com-
municate with each other. The aim of this interaction is
for the human to express his/her emotion by using mul-
timodal signals, and for the robot to imitate the partner’s
expressions as its own multimodal expressions based on
estimation of the partner’s emotion. For imitating the emo-
tional expressions of others, it is important that the robot
not directly copies expressions of others but generates its
own expressions through emotion estimation of others be-
cause human expressions are sometimes ambiguous. For
example, humanmultimodal expressions are inconsistent
in emotion between modalities (i.e., a tearful face when
crying with delight), or the robot loses perceiving part of
human expressions in interaction. To copy expressions of
others only is not enough to imitate the emotional expres-
sions of others.

In order to obtain these goals for the robot, our compu-
tational model needs mechanisms for estimation of emo-
tion of others and generation of its own expressions based
on the emotion. Moreover, themodel needs the estimation
mechanism to be robust against ambiguous observations.
The proposed model composed of RBMs can resolve these
issues by representing two processes: estimation process
of the emotional states of others and the generation pro-
cess of its own expressions based on estimated emotion of
others. To represent these processes in the samemodel en-
ables us to actualize themental simulationmechanism for
update the estimation belief of emotion of others. In later
section,we explain the architecture of the proposedmodel
and the method to estimate and generate emotion.

2.2 Proposed model

Our model consists of two parts: stacked RBMs for each
modality in the lower layers and an RBM at the top layer
that integrates signals from the lower RBMs (Fig. 2a). The
model first receives the multimodal expressions of the
partner as input signals at each modality RBM and esti-
mates the emotional state of the partner through forward
sampling from the lower layers to the top layer (red arrows

Figure 1: Overview of the assumed human–robot interaction. The
red arrow represents emotional expressions of the partner and the
green arrow represents emotional expressions of the robot.

in Fig. 2a). Following the estimation, the model uses the
estimated emotion to generate its own expressions as imi-
tation of the expressions of the partner based on the part-
ner’s emotion through backward sampling from the top
layer to the lower layers (green arrows in Fig. 2a). That is,
the lower layers of our model represent multimodal sig-
nals of humanand robot, and the top layer represents emo-
tional state of the signals.

We first provide details of the RBM, which is a compo-
nent of the proposedmodel, in Section 2.2.1, and introduce
the architecture of our model called a multimodal DBN
in Section 2.2.2. Following this, we explain the estimation
and generation mechanisms of emotion as well as an ap-
proach to actualize themental simulation that updates the
beliefs concernedwith emotion estimation by reconstruct-
ing others’ ambiguous signals.

2.2.1 Restricted Boltzmann machine

The RBM [20, 21] is a generative model that represents the
generative process of data distribution and latent repre-
sentation, and can generate data from latent signals [22–
25]. The RBM is composed of two types of stochastic neu-
rons: visible units vi and hidden units hj, where i and j are
index numbers for each neuron. The visible units receive
input signals (e.g., camera images) and the hidden units
generate features abstracted from input signals (e.g., the
edges of the images). Each layer has fully symmetrical con-
nections with the other types of layers (i.e., the connection
weight wij = wji); however, it has no connection for same
layers (Fig. 2b).
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(a) Proposed model

(b) Structure of the RBM

Figure 2: Overview of our proposed model and the structure of the
RBM: (a) Each two layers connected black lines represents the RBM.
The red arrows signify forward sampling (estimation of the partners’
emotion) and the green arrows signify backward sampling (gen-
eration of own emotional expressions). (b) vi and hj indicate the
i-th visible unit and the j-th hidden unit, respectively, and wij is the
connection weight between those units.

The probabilities for the activation of the visible and
hidden units that take binary values (i.e., vi ∈ {0, 1}, hj ∈
{0, 1}) are given by

P(vi = 1|h; θ) = σ
(︁∑︁

j
hjwij + ai

)︁
, (1)

P(hj = 1|v; θ) = σ
(︁∑︁

i
viwij + bj

)︁
, (2)

where, ai and bj are model parameters for corresponding
units vi and hj, respectively, and σ(x) is a sigmoid function
1/(1+exp(−x)). The RBM can acquire latent information h
of input signals v in hidden layer by Eq. (2), and can recon-
struct the input signals therefrombyEq. (1). The joint prob-
ability over the visible and hidden units takes the Boltz-
mann distribution that follows the energy function of the
network. The probability distribution and the energy func-
tion of the Bernoulli–Bernoulli RBM, E(v, h; θ), is defined
as

P(v, h; θ) = 1
Z(θ) exp

(︀
−E(v, h; θ)

)︀
, (3)

E(v, h; θ) = −
∑︁
i
aivi −

∑︁
j
bjhj −

∑︁
i

∑︁
j
vihjwij , (4)

where Z(θ) is a normalizing constant to keep the probabil-
ity valueswithin the range 0 to 1, and θ = {a, b,w} are the
model parameters.

The RBM modulates parameter θ to minimize the
reconstruction error between the actual and the recon-
structed input signals via latent signals by Eqs. (1) and
(2). In order to derive update rules for model param-
eters θ, we differentiate a marginalized log-likelihood,
log
∑︀

h exp(−E(v, h)) for a traditional gradient-based
method. The update rules are given by

∆wij = ϵw
(︀
⟨vihj⟩data − ⟨vihj⟩recon

)︀
, (5)

∆ai = ϵa
(︀
⟨vi⟩data − ⟨vi⟩recon

)︀
, (6)

∆bj = ϵb
(︀
⟨hj⟩data − ⟨hj⟩recon

)︀
. (7)

Here, the angle brackets ⟨·⟩data and ⟨·⟩model denote expec-
tations under the input signals and the reconstructed sig-
nals, and ϵw, ϵa, and ϵb are learning rate for the corre-
spondingmodel parameters. We added these values to the
corresponding parameters (i.e.,wt+1ij = wtij+∆wtij. Here, t is
a learning step.) See [21] for details of the learning process
of the RBM.

To take into account themodeling of real values in the
visible layer (i.e., vi ∈ R) due to continuous sensor values,
we substitute Gaussian units vi ∈ R for binary units. The
activation probability of each visible and hidden neuron is
given as

p(vi|h) = N

(︂
vi|
∑︁
j
hjwij + ai , σ2i

)︂
, (8)

P(hj = 1|v) = σ
(︁∑︁

i

1
σ2i
viwij + bj

)︁
, (9)

whereN(·|µ, σ2) is a normal distribution with mean µ and
variance σ2. Moreover, the energy function of Gaussian–
Bernoulli RBMs is defined in [26] as

E(v, h; θ) =
∑︁
i

(vi − ai)2

2σ2i
−
∑︁
j
bjhj −

∑︁
i

∑︁
j

1
σ2i
vihjwij ,

(10)
where σi is the standard deviation associated with the i-th
visible unit.

The update rulesmust bemodified because the energy
function is different from that of the Bernoulli–Bernoulli
RBMs. The rules for Gaussian–Bernoulli RBMs are given
by

∆wij = ϵw

(︃⟨
1
σ2i
vihj

⟩
data

−
⟨

1
σ2i
vihj

⟩
recon

)︃
, (11)
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∆ai = ϵa

(︃⟨
1
σ2i
vi
⟩
data

−
⟨

1
σ2i
vi
⟩
recon

)︃
, (12)

∆bj = ϵb
(︀
⟨hj⟩data − ⟨hj⟩recon

)︀
. (13)

In addition to updating these model parameters, we
can modulate another model parameter σi to minimize
the reconstruction error between actual sensory signals
and reconstructed sensory signals by Eq. (8).Wemodulate
each variance σi through a new parameter zi = log σ2i be-
cause the variancemust takes only positive values (σi > 0).
The update rule for zi is given by

∆zi = ϵze−zi
⟨
1
2(vi − ai)

2 −
∑︁
j
vihjwij

⟩
data

− ϵze−zi
⟨
1
2(vi − ai)

2 −
∑︁
j
vihjwij

⟩
recon

.
(14)

2.2.2 Multimodal deep belief network

We considered an association of multimodal signals (i.e.,
facial expression, hand movement, and speech in our ex-
periments) to acquire the representation of human emo-
tional expressions. To model this emotional representa-
tion, we used multiple RBMs to first extract features from
each sensory signals and then integrate them with a sin-
gle RBM. First, two different RBMs were stacked to ab-
stract low-dimensional features from each sensory sig-
nal, with the lower RBM being Gaussian–Bernoulli due
to continuous sensory signals, and the upper RBM be-
ing Bernoulli–Bernoulli. The reason for using different
RBMs for each layer of sensory networks is that using the
Bernoulli–Bernoulli RBM to employ the sensory signals
induces information loss because we need to discretize
continuous sensory values to encode them. On the other
hand, using the Gaussian–Bernoulli RBM for discrete
values (i.e., encoded signals using Gaussian–Bernoulli
RBMs) induces an increasing learning cost and local so-
lutions with most model parameters than the Bernoulli–
Bernoulli RBM. Then, an additional Bernoulli–Bernoulli
RBM, called an association RBM, gathers the top layers of
each stacked RBM as its visible layer to integrate entire
modalities (see Fig. 2a). This structure is called a multi-
modal DBN [24].

Let hFt,i ∈ {0, 1}, hHt,j ∈ {0, 1}, and hSt,k ∈ {0, 1} de-
note the top hidden units of facial expression, handmove-
ment, and speech networks, respectively. The activation
probability of the s-th hidden unit of the association RBM

hAs ∈ {0, 1} is given by

p(hAs = 1|hFt , hHt , hSt ) =

σ
(︁∑︁

i
hFt,iwis +

∑︁
j
hHt,jwjs +

∑︁
k
hSt,kwks + b

A
s
)︁
, (15)

where w·s is the connection weight between each top hid-
den unit of sensory RBMs and the s-th hidden unit of the
association RBM, and bAs is a bias parameter.

Each RBM network of this model was separately
trained and staked from a lower layer to higher layer. The
Gaussian–Bernoulli and the Bernoulli–Bernoulli RBMs
used Eq. (5)–Eq. (7) and Eq. (11)–Eq. (14) to train the
model parameters, respectively. For details of the training
method, see [21].

2.3 Mechanism of mental simulation in
proposed model

It is known that MNS generates motor signals from obser-
vation signals based on self-experience [16]. This simula-
tion mechanism of MNS, called mental simulation, facili-
tates comprehension of others’ actions. Research in recent
years has shown that the mechanism also relates to the
understanding of others’ internal mental states, includ-
ing emotion [17, 18]. Humans estimate the emotional states
of others based not only on the perception of others’ ex-
pressions, but also their own experiences of expression
and knowledge. Oberman et al. [27] reported that when
subjects blocked the mimicking of another person’s facial
expressions, the recognition of emotional states of oth-
ers was also disrupted. This result shows that use of self-
generated information improves the accuracy of the esti-
mation the emotional states of others.

Our model demonstrates this capability for mental
simulation by using the generative ability of a multi-
modal deep belief net. Themodel receives multimodal sig-
nals (i.e., visual signals and audio signals, as shown in
Fig. 1) from a partner during human–robot interaction.
The model can estimate others’ emotional states from the
multimodal signals through forward sampling from each
stacked RBM to an association RBM (represented by red
arrows in Fig. 2a). The model can also generate its own
multimodal expressions using the same network structure
through backward sampling from the top layer to each
visible layer of the stacked RBMs (represented by green
arrows). Based on these mechanisms, the model can re-
construct the absence of the partner’s multimodal expres-
sions as virtual observation signals from observed sig-
nals through the forward and backward samplings. For in-
stance, we assumed that facial signals were absent (i.e.,
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Algolithm 1 Mental simulation via forward and back-
ward sampling
1: vA ∼ p(vA = vA|vO , vU = 0)
Forward sampling in each modality RBM

2: hA ∼ p(hA = hA|vA)
Forward sampling in the association RBM

3: v̂U ∼ p(vU = v̂U |hA)
Backward sampling in the association and unob-
served modality RBM

4: while 0 < N do
5: v̂A ∼ p(vA = v̂A|vO , v̂U)
6: ĥA ∼ p(hA = ĥA|v̂A)
7: v̂U ∼ p(vU = vU |ĥA)
8: N ← N − 1
9: end while
10: return ĥA

vF = 0) from the interaction. The model reconstructs un-
observed facial signals (i.e., vF = 0 → vF = v̂F) from other
modalities (i.e., hand movements and speech) via the in-
completely estimated state of the other. Then, the model
is able to update its belief of estimation of other’s emo-
tion via repeat samplings by using the reconstructed sig-
nals with observed signals. Algorithm 1 provides the de-
tails of the mental simulation, where vO, vU , and v̂U are
observed signals, unobserved signals, and reconstructed
signals for the visible units of the network (i.e., lowest lay-
ers of the model), respectively, and vA and hA denote the
visible and hidden activations of the association RBM of
the model. The samplings from p(vA = vA|vO , vU = 0) and
p(hA = hA|vA)denote forward sampling in theRBMsof the
observed and unobserved modalities, and the association
RBM. These forward samplings generate the first estima-
tion of the other’s emotionwith partialmultimodal expres-
sions. Another sampling from p(vU = v̂U |hA) denotes the
backward sampling for the reconstruction of unobserved
signals. Following the reconstruction of the signals, our
model repeats the forward sampling to update estimation
and backward sampling to refine the reconstruction sig-
nals N times. Finally, the model obtains the renewed es-
timation, ĥA, and generate its own expressions based on
the estimation for imitation.

3 Experiments and results
In this section,we introduce our experimental settings and
report the experimental results. The main objective of the
proposed model is that the robot with our model imitates

the expressions of the interaction partner based on esti-
mation of his/her emotion evenwhen the partner’s expres-
sions are ambiguous or absent in interaction.

We evaluate the abilities of our model for imitation
of human emotional expressions via three experiments:
1) constructing an emotional representation from multi-
modal signals of humans, 2) comparing imitated expres-
sions via our model with those of the direct mapping
method, 3) evaluation of mental simulation capability in
emotion estimation of human from ambiguous signals.We
examine the feature extraction capability of our model,
which enables the robot to imitate the expressions of hu-
mans based on the estimation of their emotion in the first
experiment. In the second experiment, we compare the
imitation capabilities between our model and the direct
mapping system when the human expressions are con-
flicts between modalities. We examine the mental simula-
tion capability for renewing the emotion estimation from
partial observation of human expressions in the imitation
task in the third experiment.

Wefirst explain the dataset used in our experiments as
well as its multimodal features and parameter settings on
the proposed model. Following this, we report the results
of three experiments.

3.1 Experimental settings

3.1.1 IEMOCAP dataset as interaction data

We used the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture
(IEMOCAP) database [28] as interaction data for our ex-
periments. The IEMOCAP database contains audio-visual
data from 10 actors who acted scripted and improvised
scenarios. Facial expressions and hand movements were
recorded with a motion-capture system. Fig. 3 shows a
sample of the motion-capture markers. Subjects mounted
53 markers on their faces and six markers on their hands.
Conversations were also recorded using video cameras.

All recorded data were evaluated using categorical la-
bels and continuous three-dimensional values. More than
three evaluators annotated each utterance of the interac-
tions. We employed the data corresponding to four spe-
cific emotions: happiness, neutral, anger, and sadness (as
was done by [19, 29]). We selected only majority voted
emotional category as the ground truth of each utterance
if the annotations did not agree among the evaluators.
For instance, when two evaluators voted the sad category
whereas one evaluator voted the neutral for a focused ut-
terance, we set the emotional category as sadness for the
ground truth.We selected three actors’ data as the training
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dataset and one actor’s data as the test dataset. The total
number of training datasets was 634 (happiness:106, neu-
tral:171, anger:164, sadness:193) and that of test datasets
was 202 (happiness:31, neutral:70, anger:40, sadness:61).

3.1.2 Feature extraction from IEMOCAP dataset

We calculated the basic audio-visual features from the
IEMOCAP database for experiments in two steps. First, we
extracted modality dependent features. Facial features in-
cluded 34 distances between markers and their difference
from that prior in terms of time step. Each green line in Fig.
3 corresponds to a feature. Each distance is represented in
a two dimensional space (i.e., x, z) becausemarkers do not
conspicuously change in y-coordinates. Audio features in-
clude pitch, intensity, 13-dimensional Mel-frequency filter
banks (MFBs), and their difference from the one prior in
terms of time step.

Moreover, we used handmovement as features in con-
trast to previous studies [19, 29], since it is known that hu-
mans consider visual expressions to a greater extent than
audio expressions when the interacting partner’s expres-
sions are in conflict one another [30]. We assumed that
handmovements also represented emotional states, for in-
stance, very rapid hand movements may represent strong
angry states or happy states. Hand movement features are
composed of the velocity of four markers (LH2, LH3, RH2,
and RH3 in Fig. 3) and their difference from one prior in
terms of time step. Each velocity is expressed in three di-
mensions (i.e., x, y, and z).

Second, we calculated statistical features from all
modality dependent features in each utterance. The
statistics included the mean, variance, range, maximum,
and minimum. All features were normalized using z-
normalization. The mean and standard deviation for nor-
malization were calculated over all of the training data.
We used the same mean and standard deviation values to
normalize both the training dataset and the test dataset.
Finally, the number of facial expression features, hand
movement features, andaudio features obtainedwere 680,
120, and 150 dimensions and the total number of extracted
features was 950.

3.1.3 Parameter settings of the proposed model

Our model structure has already been shown in Fig. 2a
anddescribed in Section. 2.2.2. Eachmodality network has
three layers and one RBMcombines allmodality networks.
For the facial expression network, we set the number of

z

x
y

Figure 3:Motion capture marker-set of the IEMOCAP database.
The vertical axis represents the x direction and the horizontal axis
shows the z direction, respectively ([28] is modified).

visible, first-hidden, and second-hidden units to 680, 300,
and 100, respectively. The number of visible units for hand
movement and the audio network were set to 120 and 150.
We set both the number of first- and second- hidden units
for the handmovement and the audio network to 100. The
number of visible and hidden nodes of the highest RBM
were 300and 50, respectively. Theparameters of themodel
training, ϵw, ϵa, ϵb, and ϵz were set to 0.001 for Gaussian–
Bernoulli RBMs, and all parameters except ϵz were set to
0.01 for Bernoulli–Bernoulli RBMs.

3.2 Experiment I: Constructing emotional
representation of multimodal signals by
self-organization

To imitate emotional expressions of others basedon the es-
timation of their emotional states, it is important to extract
low-dimensional features from high-dimensional multi-
modal signals.We assumed that eachmodality signal con-
tained distinctive features corresponding to emotion, and
that humans’ emotional states can be represented by com-
binations of these distinctive features. To examine the ca-
pability of the RBMs to extract relevant features frommul-
timodal signals, we examined the emotional representa-
tion acquired in our model.

First, eachmodality-specific networkwas trained sep-
arately. Subsequently, their outputs were concatenated
as input data for the association RBM, which was then
trained. The maximum number of training steps was
10,000 for all RBMs. Following the training of all RBMs,we
calculated the activation in the hidden layer of the associ-
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ation RBM through forward sampling (red arrows in Fig.
2a) by using the training dataset, and carried out princi-
pal component analysis to visualize the activation in low-
dimensional spaces.

Fig. 4 shows (a) the first and second principal com-
ponents space and (b) the first and third principal com-
ponents space of highest layer of our model. The contri-
bution ratio of each component was 25.0%, 13.2%, and
9.37%, respectively. The color and shape of the markers in
Fig. 4a represent emotional states of each activation calcu-
lated from training data. Note that the model did not use
these categories of emotion of data for the training. The
distribution of each emotional data item overlapped with
those of others. In particular, neutral and happiness data
spreadacross thewholePC space; however, anger and sad-
ness data formed a corresponding emotional cluster in this
space, and the distribution of happiness data was biased
toward that of data related to anger. We confirmed that the
distribution of the emotional representation showed grad-
ual change, which related to the intensity of the emotional
states from the upper-left corner (i.e., sadness, which usu-
ally has low intensity) to the lower-right corner (i.e., anger,
which usually contains high-intensity features). In Fig. 4b,
the color and shape correspond to individual data. This fig-
ure shows that personal expressions were clearly differen-
tiated in the third principal component. This feature can
help consider social characteristics (e.g., cultural differ-
ences and personalities evincing emotional expressions)
for emotion estimation.

These results indicate that the proposedmodel can ex-
tract low-dimensional representation of multimodal emo-
tional expressions at the highest layer (50 dimensions)
from high-dimensional multimodal signals (a total of 950
dimensions) in an unsupervised manner. The two main
components of the emotional representation (i.e., the first
and the second principal components) showed that data
for angry and sad expressions were concentrated around
each other and formed clusters. The distribution of both
clusters represented the variation in the intensity of the
relevant emotion. Moreover, PC3 represented the person-
ality of multimodal expressions. These features of the ac-
quired representation can help imitate a partner’s emo-
tional expression from the estimation of his/her emotional
state.
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Figure 4: Principal component space of the acquired representation
of multimodal signals in the highest hidden layer by self-organized
learning in our model. (a) Each color and shape of the markers indi-
cate the emotional state of interaction data (b) Each marker in the
space corresponds to humans who expressed the data.

3.3 Experiment II: Comparing imitated
expressions via our model with the
direct mapping method

In this experiment, we examined the capability of the pro-
posed model to imitate emotional expressions of others
and compared it with that of the direct mapping system,
which directly copies others’ expressions to those of a
robot. Our motivation for this experiment was to exam-
ine this capability when the same person’s expressions
from different modalities were in conflict. The difference
between these two systems was that the proposed model
generated its own expressions through the estimation of
other’s emotional states.
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(a) Human expression (b) iCub’s expression generated by the
direct mapping system

(c) iCub’s expression generated by the
proposed model

Figure 5: Example of expressions obtained in imitation experiments from the direct mapping system or the proposed model. In figure (a),
the human expressed angry emotion in the interaction. Note that the model did not learn the expressions of the human.

Figure 6: Generated emotional representation of multimodal ex-
pressions from the example data (Fig. 5a) in the PC1-2 space, which
is acquired by Experiment I (Fig. 4a). The estimation is plotted by
the red cross.

Our model first estimated the emotional state of oth-
ers in the top layer from the multimodal expressions of
others as input signals through forward sampling (red ar-
rows in Fig. 2a). Themodel then generatesmultimodal sig-
nals by backward sampling (green arrows in Fig. 2a) to im-
itate others’ expressions based on the estimated emotion.
There was no guarantee that the generatedmultimodal ex-
pressions from themodelwere identical to the correspond-
ing human expressions since the multimodal signals in-
teracted with other modalities though the sampling of the
association RBM. However, the generated multimodal ex-
pressions were based on the same emotional state, which
was estimated by themodel evenwhen the human expres-

sions were emotional inconsistency in modalities. By con-
trast, the direct mapping system only copied the multi-
modal expressions of others as its own emotional expres-
sion. Themultimodal expressions of the robotwere always
the same as those of the humans in all modalities because
the system operated the multimodal signals in particular.

We used a humanoid robot iCub to express emotional
multimodal signals in this experiment. The reconstructed
multimodal signals through backward samplingwere con-
verted into expressions of the iCub. Regarding the facial
expression, the iCub has two parts expressing emotional
states: eyebrows andmouth. 20 patterns can be expressed
by combining four eyebrow patterns and five mouth ex-
pressionpatterns. Each expressionpatternwas selectedby
using the corresponding feature values. Because iCub can
only express discrete patterns, facial features were quan-
tified using thresholds. For instance, the open or close
mouth pattern was selected via the distance between the
centermarker of theupper lip (MOU3) and that of the lower
lip (MOU7) and the angle of the mouth was decided by
the angle between the edge of the mouth (MOU5) and the
immediate marker of cheek (LC1) in Fig. 3. For the hand
movement and the audio expression, we prepared proto-
type patterns of them (e.g., saying "hello" and moving the
hand in a cyclicway) and onlymodulated their parameters
to imitate others. For example, we used the mean of the
pitch and intensity from the auditory features to modify
the prosody of the iCub’s speech. The speed of the iCub’s
hand movement was modulated by the mean velocity of
the corresponding hand movement features. In the imita-
tion experiments with our model, the iCub used sensory
features generated by backward sampling as own expres-
sions. On the other hand, the iCub used extracted sensory
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features from other’s expressions directory as own expres-
sions for the experiments with the direct mapping system.

Fig. 5 shows one example of our experimental results
using the test dataset. Fig. 5a is a screenshot of the human
emotional expression from the IEMOCAPdataset. The sub-
ject’s expression for this utterance in the interaction was
labeled angry state in the dataset. However, recognizing
the emotional state of the subject as anger from this figure
is difficult. Considering only the visual image, the state ap-
pears to be surprise or happiness because of his facial ex-
pression. Fig. 5b shows the resultant expression of the di-
rect mapping system. The iCub expressed a surprise face
with an opening mouth instead of an angry face. Because
the direct mapping method was not able to consider in-
consistencies between modalities, there was a mismatch
between the iCub’s expression and the other’s actual emo-
tional state. In contrast, Fig. 5c shows the imitation result
via estimation of the other’s emotion of our model. In this
figure, the iCub shows a different facial expression from
that of the directmapping experiment, even though the in-
put signal was the same. The estimated state of the other’s
multimodal expressions in PC1-2 space is presented as a
crossmarker in Fig. 6. The figure shows that the estimation
was close enough to the anger distribution, by considering
a combination of themultimodal expression. These results
show that the proposed model can imitate multimodal ex-
pressions of others that correspond to emotional state of
others even when their expressions include inconsisten-
cies between sensory signals.

3.4 Experiment III: Evaluation of mental
simulation capability in emotion
estimation from partial multimodal
signals of partners

We conducted a third experiment to examine the mental
simulation capability in our model for imitation of mul-
timodal expressions of others from their partial observa-
tions. The experimental settings and data used were sim-
ilar to those in previous experiments; however, the input
signals lacked part of their modalities. For example, the
robot could not perceive the partner’s facial expressions
and/or hand movements for emotion estimation because
the robot attended to other people or objects. We assumed
that the model did not receive any signals for the absent
modalities, and set signals for thesemodalities as zero vec-
tors 0.
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Figure 7: Distance between a ground truth and sampled activation
under each condition. Fac., Han., and Aud. indicate facial expres-
sion, hand movement, and auditory signals, respectively. The con-
dition label shows the inputted signals (i.e., Fac.-Han. means that
the model received facial expressions and hand movements signals
for the estimation.).

3.4.1 Emotion estimation without mental simulation

We first compared the activation in the highest layer of
the model from complete signals with that from partial
multimodal expressions to examine the effect of signals
for each modality on emotion estimation. We defined the
mean value of 100 activation data items, calculated from
the same complete signals as used for forward sampling,
as ground truth in this experiment because the activation
sometimes changed based on its probability. The distance
between the ground truth and activation from partial sig-
nals was calculated as error for estimation. We removed
each modality signal from the test dataset and entered it
into our model. For example, the Fac.-Han. condition sig-
nified that themodel received facial expressions and hand
movements from the dataset, and the Aud. condition sig-
nified that the model received only audio features.

Fig. 7 shows the errors in each condition. Since there
were no significant differences among the conditions, we
discuss tendencies of these results. Two-modality condi-
tions (i.e., the Fac.-Han., the Han.-Aud. and the Fac.-Aud.
conditions) provided fewer errors than single-modality
conditions (i.e., the Fac., the Han., and the Aud. condi-
tions). In the single-modality conditions, the audio signal
had the lowest error. Subsequently, the error increased un-
der the Fac. condition to the Han. condition. This result in-
dicates that auditory signals contained information more
relevant to emotion in the current experiment. From these
results, we noticed that hand signals did not correspond
to emotional states directly because they relate to the con-
text of interaction (e.g., passing objects). In the IEMOCAP
dataset, some interaction simulated the office routine sit-
uations. This is why they were omitted in previous stud-
ies [19, 29]. Facial signals also relate to the scenarios of
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interaction less than hand signals. Mouth movements are
strongly affectedby the contents of the talk. Under the two-
modality conditions, the errors in the Han.-And. and Fac.-
Aud. conditions had similar values, and were smaller than
those of the Fac.-Han. condition. These results did not con-
tradict previous results [29]. Lack of auditory signals led to
noisier estimation than in the other conditions, since fa-
cial and hand features contains a large variance for emo-
tion estimation. These results indicated that the auditory
signals contribute better than othermodalities to the emo-
tion estimation in these settings.

3.4.2 Emotion estimation with mental simulation

We then examined how the estimation was updated
through the mental simulation in the proposed model.
Our model first estimated the emotional state of partially
complete signals by forward sampling. Themodel then re-
constructed the absent signals from the first estimation
via backward sampling, and subsequently used the recon-
structed signalswith observed signals for estimation in the
next step. The example and themechanism ofmental sim-
ulation has been described in Section 2.3 and Algorithm
1. The model repeated the forward backward sampling se-
quence 20 times (i.e., N = 20 in the Algorithm 1) to update
the belief of estimation of the partner’s emotional states
based on its own experiences

Fig. 8 shows changes in themean value of distance be-
tween a ground truth and a generated activation from cor-
responding input signals through the mental simulation
under each condition. It is a problem that how to adopt
the renewed estimation bymental simulation in ourmodel
because the model did not know the ground truth of the
estimation. One heuristic idea was employed as a method
for this selection. We selected data that changed the dis-
tance between the initial point and the farthest point from
it in the mental simulation processes greater than 1.0 in
the PC1-2 space for evaluation. We assumed that humans
also adopt renewed estimation when it changes saliently
by mental simulation because they assessed that the re-
newed estimation includedhigh information gain frombe-
fore one. There is no guarantee that our heuristic method
leads to better estimation than the initial one; however, we
evaluate the experimental result based on thismethod. An
alternative procedure for this method will be discussed in
a later section.

Table 1 lists the average rate of change in the distance
between initial estimation and the 20th step one and be-
tween initial estimation and thenearest one for the ground
truth. Comparing the details of the two-modality condi-

Table 1: Rate of change in distance between a ground truth and the
20th or closest point in the mental simulation.

Conditions Fac. - Han. Han. - Aud. Fac. Aud.
Step 20 [%] 53.9 66.8 48.0 1.13
Minimum [%] 57.7 76.1 48.6 33.6
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Figure 8: Transition of mean distance between a ground truth and
sampled activation through 20 times the mental simulation under
the Fac.-Han, Han.Aud., Fac., and Aud. conditions.

tions, the rate of change under the Han.-Aud. condition
was smaller than that under the Fac.-Han. condition. In
the single-modality conditions, we see that the effect of
mental simulation under the Fac. condition was greater
than that under the Aud. condition in Table 1. Under the
Fac. condition, the model should have reconstructed the
hand and auditory features from facial features. The result
of the previous experiment (Fig. 7) showed that auditory
features yielded a smaller error in the estimation of emo-
tional states under single-modality conditions; thus, the
execution of the mental simulation led to better estima-
tion because the reconstructed audio features reduced the
difference in estimations. By contrast, the execution of the
mental simulationdidnot significantly affect belief update
under the Aud. condition because the reconstructed facial
and hand features included greater errors than audio fea-
tures (Fig. 7).We could not show the result of the Fac.-Aud.
and the Han. conditions because no data were selected
by our method; however, the same phenomenon as the
Aud. condition was considered to have occurred for the re-
construction of hand features, and other features from the
hand features.

We show one example of the variation in estimation
through mental simulation under the Han.-Aud. condi-
tion. Fig. 9 shows the trajectory of estimation in 20 steps
though mental simulation. The change in distance from
the ground truth over the mental simulation (Fig. 9) is il-
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Figure 9: Example trajectory of the estimation in the PC1-2 space
through the mental simulation under the Han.-Aud condition.
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Figure 10: Change of distance between a ground truth and the esti-
mation corresponding to Fig. 9.

lustrated in Fig. 10. The original emotion label of the sam-
ple data was anger; however, the estimation in the first
step (i.e., without the mental simulation) was far from
the ground truth and belonged to the neutral distribution.
Using mental simulation 20 times, the estimation came
closer to the region of anger states and its own ground
truth.

Fig. 11 depicts reconstructed facial expressions
through the mental simulation at each step. It shows
expressions in the initial, fifth, seventh, and 15th steps
corresponding to Figs. 9 and 10. In this interaction, the
subject expressed a very strong angry face and a loud
voice; therefore, he mostly opened his mouth (Fig. 11a).
Our model reconstructed an expression, which looks like
a weak anger face from audio and hand signals at the first
step, and then through the mental simulation, the model
reconstructed an angry face at the fifth step. Through the

additional mental simulation, the facial expression be-
came to the angry face with opened mouth, and the es-
timation got even close to the ground truth. In the 15th
step, the mouth had opened wider than the reconstruc-
tion of seventh step, and the estimated expression was
also closer to the ground truth. These results demonstrate
that our model can imitate expressions of others by up-
dating the emotion estimation of others based on mental
simulation even when part of expressions of others were
absent.

4 Discussion

4.1 Acquiring emotional representation of
multimodal expressions

The proposed model was able to extract a set of features
from multimodal general features using the capability of
RBMs. This is in contrast to Lim’s model [12], which uses
ad hoc features. It is known that the superior temporal sul-
cus (STS)— a region of the human brain that belongs to
MNS—processes feature selectionandmultimodal integra-
tion for emotional categorization[31–33]. We did not con-
sider the exact structure and mechanisms of them in our
model; however, our model could reproduce similar func-
tions based on the abilities of RBMs.

On the other hand, the categories of emotion in the
PC1-2 space did not differentiate one another, although
the space represents a gradual change in the distribu-
tion of emotion. In a psychology study, Russell [34] pro-
posed a circumplex model of affect that represents emo-
tional states in two-dimensional space comprising a pos-
itive/negative axis and an arousal/sleep axis. This rep-
resentation of emotion in low-dimensional space is use-
ful for not only the analysis of human emotion but also
the modeling robots emotional states for HRI. The grad-
ual change in our model relates to the intensity of emo-
tion in the PC1-2 space (see Section 3.2 and Fig. 4a). It ap-
pears that our model acquired the arousal/sleep axis of
Russell’s model as the distribution in the principal com-
ponents space in an unsupervised manner. To acquire the
other axis of Russell’s model, the positive/negative axis,
we have to consider evaluation of emotional valences of
interaction. Our previous study [35] showed that a pro-
posed model was able to obtain a feature space, which
could isolate emotional states, similar to Russell’s emo-
tional model, by considering emotional valences based on
tactile stimuli in interaction. That model used emotional
valences as low-order emotion labels (i.e., positive, neu-
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(a) Human (b) 1st step (c) 5th step (d) 7th step (e) 15th step

Figure 11: Example of the partner’s facial expression and reconstructed facial expressions by the mental simulation. (a) A screenshot of hu-
man expression in this interaction. (b)-(e) Robot’s facial expressions reconstructed by the mental simulation mechanism from the partner’s
hand movement and audio expressions at initial, fifth, seventh, and fifteenth step in the simulation.

tral, or negative) as a semi-supervised manner. Including
the information from sensory signals with the current fea-
tures in real HRI for the training may aid acquiring clear
emotional representation of multimodal expressions for
estimation and generation mechanisms in our model.

4.2 Limitation of the mental simulation
mechanism in our model

The results of Experiment III indicate that the mental sim-
ulation mechanism does not always lead to accurate esti-
mation of the emotion of others. In that experiment, we
selected data that changed the distance between the ini-
tial estimation and farthest estimation from the initial one
in the mental simulation processes greater than 1.0 in the
PC1-2 space for analysis. This method selected not only the
movement close to the ground truth, but also that reced-
ing from it. It appears to be a heuristic algorithm; however,
humans also execute mental simulations when belief of
estimation changes saliently by the simulation. Humans
do not employ mental simulation data if the observed sig-
nals are sufficient for estimation. On the other hand, the
enhancement of belief is not directly linked to accurate es-
timation, and induces incorrect estimation, such as preju-
dice.

Neither the model nor humans can determine the ac-
tual emotion of others, so the ground truth does not actu-
ally exist in human–human or human–robot interaction.
This means that the model needs another criterion to as-
sess the necessity ofmental simulationwithout evaluation
of changes in distances. We plan to use the network en-
ergy of the activation for the acceptance of simulated sig-
nals. The network energy, described by Eq. (4) or (10), be-
comes smaller when the activation is close to the trained
one. Themodel compares the energybetween from the cur-
rent estimation and updated estimation via mental sim-

ulation. Then, if the energy decreases from the current
one, the model accepts the new estimation. This rule cor-
responds to that of selection based on proximity from self-
experience such as prejudice. Improving the mental simu-
lation method by this mechanism may enable us to avoid
ineffectual samplings and to accelerate the belief update.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposed a unified model that estimates the
emotional state of an interaction partner and generates
own emotional expressions to react with the partner.
These abilities rectify two issues confronting previous
emotional models: 1) acquiring the emotional represen-
tation of multimodal expressions for emotion estimation
and generation, and 2) the update of estimation belief of
the partner’s emotion from ambiguous signals via mental
simulation. The proposed model was composed of a kind
of stochastic neural network, called restricted Boltzmann
machines and the following characteristics of RBMs help
us to deal with the two issues.

The results of the first experiment indicated that our
model obtained the low-dimensional emotional represen-
tation of multimodal expressions through self-organized
learning, and the emotional representation enables the
robot to imitate expressions of others based on their emo-
tional state. In the imitation experiment, compared with
the direct mapping system, our model generated the cor-
rect expressions, which conformed to others’ emotional
states regardless of inconsistency of emotion with other’s
modalities, by considering the interaction between each
pair of modality signals. The results of our third exper-
iment showed that our model can update the estimated
belief in the interaction partner’s emotional state from
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his/her ambiguous expressions based on the mental sim-
ulation mechanism.

We concluded that the capabilities of the proposed
model enable the robot to imitate multimodal expressions
of others based on the estimation of their emotional states,
and mental simulation for renewed estimation improves
emotional communication in human–robot interaction.
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